A wireless body area network (WBAN) consists of a wireless network with devices placed close to, attached on, or implanted into the human body. Wireless communication within a human body experiences loss in the form of attenuation and absorption. A path loss model is necessary to account for these losses. In this article, path loss is studied in the heterogeneous anatomical model of a 6-year male child from the Virtual Family using an implantable slot dipole conformal flexible antenna and an in-body path loss model is proposed at 2.45 GHz with application to implants in a human body. The model is based on 3D electromagnetic simulations and is compared to models in a homogeneous muscle tissue medium.
Introduction
A wireless body area network (WBAN) is a network, consisting of nodes that communicate wirelessly and are located on or in the body of a person. These nodes form a network that extends over the body of the person. Depending on the implementation, the nodes consist of sensors and actuators, placed in a star or multihop topology [1] .
Applications of WBANs include medicine, sports, military, and multimedia, which make use of the freedom of movement provided by the WBAN. As WBAN facilitates unconstrained movement amongst users, it has brought a revolutionary change in patient monitoring and health care facilities. Active implants placed within the human body lead to better and faster diagnosis, thus improving the patient's quality of life. Implantable devices are increasingly proving their importance for biomedical applications. The use of active implants allows vital medical data to be collected over a longer period in the natural environment of the patient, allowing for a more accurate and sometimes even faster diagnosis. Active implants such as pacemakers and implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs) need to relay information to other devices for control or monitoring [2] . Thus a proper and efficient modeling of the channel is required to transfer data between implants and other devices. Moreover, the human body is a lossy medium which attenuates the waves propagating from the transmitter (Tx) considerably before they reach the receiver (Rx). Thus, to design an optimal communication link between nodes placed within or on the human body a proper and efficient path loss (PL) model is required.
To our knowledge very limited literature exists on propagation loss within the human body [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In [3] initial results of an in-body propagation model in saline water is presented. Inaccuracies lead to maximum deviations of 9 dB between the measurements and simulations. Also only a homogeneous medium is studied and there are no models available for heterogeneous medium. [3] considers a non-insulated hertzian dipole, hence the PL model can only be applied to very small dipole antennas. [4] provides various scenarios for channel modeling but does not provide a model for path loss. [5] discusses a link budget for an implanted cavity slot antenna at 2.45 GHz. However, no model for a heterogeneous medium is suggested that can be used for path loss simulation. [2] suggests a PL model for in-body wireless implants. However, it does not make use of biocompatible implantable antennas. [6] suggests a PL model for in-body wireless implants by making use of insulated dipole antennas in a homogeneous medium.
The goal of this article is to develop an empirical PL model for a heterogeneous medium, using implantable antennas, that describes the relationships between the PL, the distance between the antennas, and the power attenuation. Since it is difficult to carry out measurements in the human body, implantable antennas are designed by taking the dielectric properties of human muscle tissue into consideration.
Simulations are performed at 2.45 GHz in the license free industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band. This frequency band is chosen since there are no licensing issues in this band and the higher frequency allows the use of a smaller antenna. Moreover, 2.45 GHz allows higher bitrates due to the larger bandwidth [7] . After carrying out the simulations in human muscle tissue, simulations are carried out in a heterogeneous medium for various scenarios using an enhanced anatomical model of a 6-year-old male child from the Virtual Family (Christ, in preparation). We use a child model because in children with evidence of internal bleeding and abdominal pain, correct diagnosis is a challenge and capsule endoscopy can be used for the diagnosis of such ailments. Capsule endoscopy has been accepted in adults by many gastroenterologists, however its usage in children has lagged due to the belief by pediatricians that the pills are too large to be swallowed by children [8, 9] . However, reports do suggest that children as young as two and a half years old are successfully undergoing capsule endoscopy, and most of the studies suggest that majority of pediatric patients can swallow the pill [10, 11] .
The PL model developed in this article focuses on deep tissue implants, such as endoscopy capsules. In such applications the implants are placed deep inside the body, which we have selected up to a distance of 8 cm. A PL model will help in understanding the influence of the dielectric properties of the surrounding tissues and the power attenuation of such implants. As it is difficult for the manufacturers to test their system on actual humans, the proposed model can be used by them to evaluate the performance of in-body WBAN systems using well specified setups and to carry out link budget calculations.
The outline of this article is as follows. The setup and configuration of the simulations in the homogeneous muscle tissue medium and the heterogeneous human model are discussed in Sects. II and III, respectively. Section IV discusses the results including the reflection coefficient and the path loss of the implanted antennas in human muscle tissue medium and the heterogeneous model. Section V presents the conclusions.
Homogeneous Tissue: Human Muscle Tissue

A. Setup and configuration
We first investigate wave propagation at 2.45 GHz in human muscle tissue (relative permittivity ε r = 50.8 and conductivity s = 2.01 S/m [12] ), using simulations for implantable antennas. These implantable antennas operating in the 2.45 GHz ISM band are designed based on recommendations set by the European Radiocommunications Committee (ERC) for ultra-low-power active medical implants [13] . We consider the implantable antenna as a short range device (SRD) working in the ISM band because SRD is intended to cover the radio transmitters which provide either unidirectional or bidirectional communication and have low capability of causing interference to other radio equipment. SRDs use either integral, dedicated or external antennas and all modes of modulation can be permitted subject to relevant standards. The antennas are flexible folded slot dipole antennas embedded in biocompatible polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to make it suitable for implantation [7] . The flexible property of the antenna makes it more convenient to be placed in different parts of the body instead of placing a rigid structure. The antenna is manufactured using flexible electronic technology: the metallization resides on a flexible polyimide substrate with a thickness of 25 μm, a relative permittivity of ε r = 3.5, and a loss tangent of tan δ = 0.003. Two PDMS layers are used as substrate and superstrate, each with a thickness of 2.5 mm. The dielectric properties of the PDMS were characterized at 2.45 GHz, to be ε r = 2.2 and tan δ = 0.013. The top view of the coplanar waveguide (CPW) fed antenna is shown in Figure 1 and its dimensions are presented in Table 1 . The antenna length (L = 25.9 mm) may seem to be slightly large for an immediate in human body, however, this is the starting point to proceed with further development. It is also feasible to shorten the CPW, matched at 50 Ohm, whose length is now 18 mm and the saved space can then be used for the insertion of an IC package.
1) Simulation
Simulations are performed using a 3D electromagnetic solver SEMCAD-X (SPEAG, Switzerland), a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) program. SEMCAD-X enables non-uniform gridding. The maximum grid step in the muscle tissue medium is 1 mm at 2.45 GHz. The simulations are carried out using the implantable antennas up to a distance of 8 cm. The muscle tissue is modeled by using a cube (dimensions 150 × 150 × 280 mm 3 ) with the dielectric properties of human muscle tissue. The implantable antennas are aligned for maximum power transfer and the source used is a voltage source.
Heterogeneous Medium
A. Setup and configuration
We also simulate to investigate wave propagation at 2.45 GHz in a heterogeneous medium using the real implantable antenna proposed in Figure 1 . The heterogeneous medium is an enhanced anatomical model of a 6-yearold male child from Virtual Family (Figure 2 ) (Christ, in preparation). The model is based on magnetic resonance images (MRI) of healthy volunteers. The male child model (virtual family boy, VFB) has a height of 1.17 m and a weight of 19.5 kg. The model consists of 81 different tissues. The dielectric properties of the body tissues have been taken from the Gabriel database [14] . Simulations to determine PL are carried out using the FDTD solver in SEMCAD-X (SPEAG, Switzerland). The implantable antennas are placed in the trunk of the male child model to determine PL from a distance of 1 cm up to 8 cm for applications such as an endoscopy capsule. The maximum step in grid setting is 1 mm. The padding, which is the spacing added to the grid from the bounding box of the model to the grid boundary, is negative so that the grid covers the part of the human body entirely. The absorbing boundary condition used is very high mode with a very high strength thickness, where a minimum level of absorption at the outer boundary is 99.99% [15] . A transient excitation of 30 periods is set to ensure that a steady state is reached. Since the simulation using the whole body of the male child model consumes a lot of time, the simulation domain is reduced to just cover the trunk of the male child model, however, validation for some cases has been done with the full body of the VFB. Simulations are carried out for various scenarios taking the path of an endoscopy capsule into consideration:
• Scenario I-Esophagus: For each scenario, the Tx and the Rx are placed at three different positions. The first position is at location 1 as shown in the 
Results
A. Return loss for the implantable antenna: muscle tissue and heterogeneous medium
The simulated reflection loss of the Tx implantable antenna in the homogeneous muscle tissue medium, esophagus (scenario I), stomach (scenario II), small intestine (scenario III), and the large intestine (scenario IV) of the VFB as a function of frequency is shown in Figure 3 . At 2.45 GHz the antenna has an |S 11 | of -29.21, -38, -29.7, -26.6, -31 dB in the homogeneous muscle tissue, the esophagus, the stomach, the small intestine and the large intestine of the VFB, respectively. As the antenna is developed by only taking the dielectric properties of the muscle tissue medium [7] into account, variations in effective permittivity (insulation and the medium) and wavelength in different tissues cause the variation in |S 11 |. In particular, a shift of the resonance frequency of the antenna can be observed when placed in different tissues, still the values of the |S 11 | in all the scenarios are below -10 dB in the complete ISM band from 2.40 to 2.48 GHz and thus the antenna is suitable for in-body propagation with an ohmic loss of 2.5%. The input impedance of the implantable antenna in the homogeneous muscle tissue at 2.45 GHz is Z(Ω) = 49.9 -j3.4 whereas the input impedance of the implantable antenna in the stomach, small intestine, large intestine, and esophagus of the VFB is equal to 53.79 + j8.75, 51.63 -j3.9, 52.40 -j1.7, and 49.37 + j1.14, respectively, which is about 50 Ω, as desired.
B. Path loss
PL is defined as the ratio of input power at port 1 (P in ) to power received at port 2 (P rec ) in a two-port setup. PL in terms of transmission coefficient is defined as 1/| S 21 | 2 with respect to 50 Ω when the generator at the Tx has an output impedance of 50 Ω and the Rx is terminated with 50 Ω. This allows us to regard the setup as a two-port circuit for which we determine |S 21 | dB with reference impedances of 50 Ω at both ports:
1) PL in human muscle tissue and heterogeneous VFB Figure 4 compares the simulated PL in human muscle tissue and the 162 simulations for the heterogeneous VFB as a function of distance d for the implanted antenna. Figure 4 shows that the PL in the heterogeneous model which involves tissues with lower conductivities is lower than the PL in muscle tissue as in scenario I (esophagus) and scenario II (stomach). PL is seen to be larger in scenario III (small intestine) and scenario IV (large intestine) which involves tissues with higher conductivity as compared to the conductivity of the homogeneous muscle tissue. The maximum PL at 8 cm is obtained for the small intestine and is 75.8 dB. In the homogeneous muscle tissue the slope of the PL remains constant, however in the heterogeneous scenarios the slope of the PL changes as the antenna moves from one tissue to another due to differences in the dielectric properties of the tissues through which the Rx antenna traverses. For example, in Figure 4 , a change in the slope can be observed in the large intestine at a distance of 4 cm and 5 cm because the large intestine is thin and hence the Rx moves out into a region occupied by fat.
C. PL model 1) Homogeneous human muscle tissue
In this section the simulated results are used to develop a PL model as a function of distance in human muscle tissue at 2.45 GHz. The simulated results and the fitted model in human muscle tissue are shown in Figure 5 . The PL is modeled as follows [6] : Table 2 . 10 log 10 e 2 equals 8.68 dB and shows the exponential behavior of the PL. The power decays exponentially with respect to distance in a lossy medium similar to the behavior of plane waves in lossy medium [16] . Since the fields exhibit an exponential decay in the medium, the trend of the PL in Figure 5 shows an exponential behavior in accordance to the linear regression equation (2) .
2) Heterogeneous model for esophagus-scenario I
In this section the simulated results are used to develop a PL model as a function of distance for the Tx placed at the esophagus of the VFB at 2.45 GHz. The PL and the fitted model are shown in Figure 6 . In this scenario the Rx antenna moves completely into the lungs at a separation of 2 cm from the Tx antenna. Up to 2 cm from Tx antenna a part of the Rx antenna moves in the heart muscle (ε r = 54.81 and s = 2.25 S/m). Thus, a change of slope is observed at 2 cm where the antenna makes a transition from one tissue to another. This same behavior is noticed in all the scenarios for heterogeneous media when the antenna makes a transition from one tissue to another and can be observed very well when there is a huge difference in the dielectric properties. The PL is modeled as follows:
where the parameter a 2 is the effective attenuation constant [ Table 2 . The effective attenuation constant is the attenuation constant for all the tissues through which the Rx antenna traverses through in each scenario. The PL model is a linear regression model thus consisting of a deterministic part which is a function of distance and the random error term, c 2 | dB · c 2 | dB follows a zero mean normal distribution with a standard deviation (SD), of 1.31 dB. Figure 7 shows the Q-Q plot of the empirical quantiles of the error between the PL model and the simulated PL results on the vertical axis to a theoretical standard normal distribution on the horizontal axis in the esophagus of the VFB. A Q-Q plot is a probability plot which compares two probability distributions by plotting their quantiles against each other. The points on the graph lay close to the straight line suggesting that the data is normally distributed.
3) Heterogeneous model for stomach-scenario II
The PL of the simulated results for the three positions in the stomach versus the distances and their fit is shown in the Figure 8 . At this position the Tx is placed in the stomach (Figure 2 ) and the Rx is separated up to a distance of 8 cm. As the Rx moves from the stomach of the VFB to the liver a slight change is observed in the PL due to changes in the dielectric properties of the tissues (between 2 and 3 cm (Figure 8) ).
The PL is modeled as follows: Figure 6 Path loss and the fitted model in esophagus. Table 2 . c 3 | dB follows a zero mean normal distribution with a SD of 1.22 dB. Figure 9 shows the Q-Q plot of the empirical quantiles of the error between the PL model and the simulated PL results on the vertical axis to a theoretical standard normal distribution on the horizontal axis in the stomach of the VFB. It can be seen from the figure that they are in good agreement.
4) Heterogeneous model for small intestine-scenario III
In this section the simulated results are used to develop a PL model as a function of distance for the Tx placed at the intestine of the VFB at 2.45 GHz. In this scenario the Rx antenna traverses through various tissues as mentioned in Section III-A. The PL in the small intestine at three different positions as a function of distance and the fitted model is shown in Figure 10 . The PL is modeled as follows:
where the parameter a 4 is the effective attenuation constant [ Table 2 . c 4 | dB follows a zero mean normal distribution with a SD of 2.25 dB. Figure 11 shows the Q-Q plot of the empirical quantiles of the error between the PL model and the simulated PL results on the vertical axis to a theoretical standard normal distribution on the horizontal axis. Figure 11 shows that the empirical distribution agrees very well with the normal distribution.
5) Heterogeneous model for large intestine-scenario IV
Here the PL is modeled for the three positions of the Tx in the large intestine as shown in Figure 12 and it can be observed that the PL is high for a separation of 4 and 5 cm from the Tx antenna. At these distance the Rx antenna moves out of the large intestine into region of fat, thus increasing the PL. The PL is modeled as follows:
where the parameters a 5 is the effective attenuation constant [ Table 2 . c 5 | dB follows a zero mean normal distribution with a SD of 4.14 dB. This SD is larger than other scenarios as the antenna traverses through the large intestine, the fat and the dielectric properties of the two have vast differences. Figure 13 shows the Q-Q plot of the empirical quantiles of the error between the PL model and the simulated PL results on the vertical axis to a theoretical standard normal distribution on the horizontal axis. It demonstrates that the empirical distribution agrees very well with the normal distribution. Figure 14 shows the PL in the homogeneous medium, the 95th percentile of the PL in heterogeneous VFB and the PL samples from all the scenarios. The 95th percentile is the value below which 95 percent of the PL values may be found. We use the 95th percentile as a safety margin to account for the error term which is denoted as c| dB in the PL model. From Figure 14 it can be seen that the 95th percentile of the PL in heterogeneous VFB lies above the PL in the homogeneous medium. Thus, if we were to design an in-body WBAN with 95% coverage, link budget calculations will be more conservative than for the homogeneous medium and thus it is very important to perform the study of in-body WBAN using heterogeneous models. Since it is difficult to carry out measurements using heterogeneous medium, homogeneous medium can still be used for validation and equipment testing. However simulations using heterogeneous models will provide more conservative models for PL. Table 2 lists all the attenuation constants a i , the constant C| dB and the SD from all the scenarios considered. It can be seen for the two scenarios of small intestine and large intestine the effective attenuation constants are higher than the attenuation constant of the homogeneous muscle tissue. The conductivity, s = 3.17 S/m of the small intestine is much higher than the conductivity, s = 2.01 S/m, of the muscle tissue causing more attentuation in the small intestine. In this scenario the Rx antenna traverses through various tissues such as the kidney (ε r = 52.74 and s = 2.43 S/m), gall bladder (ε r = 68.36 and s = 2.8 S/m), liver (ε r = 54.81 and s = 2.25 S/m), and also the artery (ε r = 58.26 and s = 2.54 S/m). The tissues through which the antenna passes through have the conductivity higher as compared to the muscle tissue. In the large intestine the huge variation in the dielectric properties of the tissues (large intestine and the fat layer) through which the Rx traverses gives rise to higher attenuations. In case of the esophagus and the stomach, Table 2 shows that the effective attenuation constant lower than the muscle tissue medium as in both the scenario the Rx antenna traverses through tissues having lower conductivities compared to the muscle tissue. In case of the esophagus the tissues are esophagus (ε r = 62.15 and s = 2.2 S/m) and lungs (ε r = 34.42 and s = 1.24 S/m). In case of stomach the antenna traverses through the stomach lumen ((ε r = 52.72 and s = 1.74 S/m).
Discussion
